Abstract-Automatic image segmentation and boundary detection of blood vessels is desirable for analysis and diagnosis of some disease. In this paper, we introduce a new image segmentation approach to boundary determination of blood vessels in ultrasound images. This new technique is a combination of a region based segmentation using Mumfordshah model and Gabor wavelet filter. This approach needs no initial approximation. Gabor wavelet filter is used to outcome complicated image intensity distribution in ultrasound images. The proposed method is used to determine boundaries in vessels ultrasound images. This method requires no training stage and relatively is fast.
INTRODUCTION
Heart and vessel diseases are one of the main causes of that kills people in industrial societies. One of the main important failures is the stenosis of Coronary vessels of the heart. Because of its slow development, it is a quiet disease and it might only show itself when the persons has a sudden death or heart attack. The main cause of this disease is due to accumulation of Plaques in Coronary vessels which disturbs blood flow. Therefore, diagnosis methods for tightness of Coronary vessels and then taking some further steps into preventing from complete stenosis of blood arteries is very important.
Conventional methods used for diagnosis of blockage in heart include X-ray angiography which is known to be a high risk method that raises many problems and faults. Apart from it being an invasive approach, this method has no ability to detect stiffness of vessel and the amount of plaques on the vessel layer [1] . One of the most desirable approaches for analysis of vessels stenosis is the usage of ultrasound images which produces vessels images noninvasively. Ultrasound waves have no danger for human tissues and don't have the dangers caused by X-ray.
Extraction of information from blood vessels such as diameter, branch angel, length and movement profile in a cardiovascular cycle also be useful to asses the severity of the disease. So, blood vessel segmentation is an important stage in this process. The manual segmentation requires trained specialists, so appropriate automatic segmentation is always desirable. Blood vessel segmentation has received much attention in recent researches and different approaches such as vessel tracking [2] , deformable model [3] and supervised classification [4] , [5] we used from a region based model which is called Mumford-shah (MS) model [6] in blood vessel segmentation. A modified MS model introduced by Xiaojun [7] is used in this research which has the ability to adopt to the complicated image intensity distributions which is usual in ultrasound images. Also, Gabor wavelet filter [8] is used to improve the results of proposed method. This approach is fast and there is no need to any type of training stage.
The organization of paper is as follows. In section II, we first describe the MS model basis and MS model used in this research. Section III describes the Gabor wavelet filter. Section IV shows our blood vessel segmentation algorithm. Experimental results are described in section V and we conclude paper in section VI.
II. THE MUMFORD-SHAH APPROACH
Mumford and Shah [6] proposed an image segmentation algorithm based on minimization of an energy function. This energy function is
where is segmentation curve; C is the curve length; 0 u is original image and u is smooth approximation of original image. Ω is image domain and C \ Ω is image domain excluding the segmentation curve. If the MS energy function in eq.1 minimized, the image will be segmented into regions in order to boundary of each region is as short as possible and u be a smooth approximation of 0 u .
Using eq.1, segmentation problem is reduced to the problem of finding a piecewise smooth approximation of u .
The functional
has been studied extensively and a large body of results has been obtained [9] - [11] . Some alternative solutions for this problem are suggested in [12] . Chan and Vesse used level set method for piecewise smooth approximation [13] . In their method, approximation of image density is done by smooth functions and MS model function is solved by three Partial Differential Equations (PDEs). PDE based proposed solution is a very time consuming approach. To outcome this problem, Chan and Vesse proposed the piecewise constant smooth approximation [14] . In new method, the image intensity inside object regions is approximated by constants and then there is no need to solve two PDEs. The image intensity inside regions is presented by the average intensity of the object and only one PDE should be solved for segmentation curve. In addition to constant approximation algorithm, other methods such as linear approximation [15] were proposed. These approaches are effective only for some special cases that image intensity distribution were simple A New method for Image Segmentation in Heart Vessels Ultrasound Using Wavelet Transform
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usage of MS model fails to segment blood vessels properly.
To overcome this failure in this research we used from MS model introduced by Xiaojun and Tien [7] which is a modified version of original MS model. In new model, the energy function is given by
where ) ( 0 u F is the high frequency components of the original image and μ is balance parameter. The new minimal energy function consists of high frequency components of regions and the length of segmentation curve. If we minimize the energy function, only low frequency components will be exists inside regions and high frequency parts are preserved in boundaries. The noise effect is suppressed by curve length constraint. In new energy function, only we have a one variable that should be solved and it is segmentation curve length. This model provides two main advantages for us to conduct blood vessel segmentation problem. First, only one equation should be solved and then this is a fast algorithm in image segmentation. This advantage lets us to extract the vessel movement profile in an ultrasound movie in addition to extract vessel boundaries. Second, because no constant and linear approximations are used, the model can deal in problems with different image density distributions such as blood vessels ultrasound images. To improve blood vessel detection, a wavelet based filter using Gabor transform is applied. In next section, we will describe the Gabor wavelet filter.
III. GABOR WAVELET
A Gabor function is a complex sinusoid which is modulated by a rotated Gaussian function. Bovik et al [16] suggest the restriction of the choice of Gabor filters to those with isometric Gaussians (aspect ratio of one). The spatialdomain presentation off the corresponding Gabor function is algorithm will be described. Fig. 2 shows the overall structure of introduced method for segmentation of blood vessels. As shown in figure2, because of non-uniform illumination in blood vessels, an adaptive threshold is used to create an initial segmentation. As, the results of initial segmentation are not good and there is noise in different regions, the created initial segmentation is fed into an iterative process. This process includes two stages. In first step, segmentation is done by applying MS model and the output of first step is corrected by a Gabor filter.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Ultrasound Image Database
We couldn't find a standard database for heart vesselsultrasound images. In this research we extracted our images from 10 brachial vessels ultrasound movies from Tehran Heart Center. Using these ultrasound movies, finally a heart vessels image database with 120 images was created.
B. Experiments
In the process of image segmentation, as described in section III, only imaginary part of Gabor filter is used in image segmentation. To accelerate the computation, in each iteration, only narrow band Gabor filter is calculated beside the segmentation curve from MS model. As a result, the segmentation process is relatively fast. Training step is the most time consuming step in image segmentation problems. As our method needs no training step, the segmentation process is fast enough to be used in processing of ultrasound image series.
We tested our approach on 120 images of our database. Fig. 3 shows the original ultrasound image, final boundary detection and final segmentation of blood vessels from ultrasound image.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this research, we use a new image segmentation model to segment and detect boundaries of heart vessels images. The proposed method is based on a modified version of Mumford-Shah model. MS model is a region based approach that uses from segmentation curves. The MS model is a good segmentation approach, but the minimization of original energy function in not a trivial task and needs an approximation stage. However, due to nonuniform image density distribution in complicated case, approximation techniques such as constant and linear methods can not deal with such cases. In used modified MS model, this problem is solved by applying new energy function that could be easily solved with one PDE and can handle with complicated cases such as blood vessels images.
In order to improve segmentation results, a Gabor filter is applied after MS model. To accelerate the speed of algorithm, we used only a simplified version of Gabor filter, but results are still good and algorithm is fast relatively in comparison with other segmentation approaches. We are working now to generalize this approach that could be used in ultrasound movies to extract the vessel movement profile.
